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Translation invariant structures in 3-D images can''have three different dimensionalities. Isotrope structures (3-D) with translation invariance in all orientations, plane-like structures (2-D) with translation invariance in a plane, and line-like structures (1 -D) with translation invariance along one orientation. A mathematical model for translation invariant structures is given by the structure tensor [ l , 2,4,5] . The eigenvectors of the tensor yield a robust estimator for local orientation. In addition, the eigenvalues contain information about the resembiance of the translation invariant model to the image. This information can be interpreted as a confidence measure for the orientation estimation.
A lack of smoothness or deviation of the local structure to translation invariance, e.g. due to curvature, leads to a decrease of the confidence measure. Curved structures occur more often in real images than straight structures. We present a generalization of the structure tensor that models curved structures. A local coordinate transform is applied to the image in such a way that the curved structure within the analysis window becomes translation invariant, i.e. straight. The structure tensor defined on the transformed data is expressed in the original coordinates. This yields a curvature corrected confidence measure. Maximization of this confidence measure occurs for a local parabolic transformation that "closest resembles" the local structure. From the parameters of the optimal model we obtain an estimate of local curvature. This method was successfully applied in 2-D [6] and is now extended to 3-D.
We apply the curvature corrected structure tensor to the detection of channels in a seismic volume. A channel is a curvilinear sedimentary s h c t u r e that is characterized by its meandering morphology. The occurrence of sedimentary structures is an important clue for the geological model of a region.
In section 2 we summarize the traditional analysis of 3-D structures using the gradient structure tensor. The theory of [6] is extended to 3-D curvilinear structures in section 3. Section 4 shows the results of a test of robustness of the new estimators on synthetic images and in section 5 the channel detection application is presented.
The Gradient Structure Tensor
For a local neighborhood f ( z , y, z ) the Gradient Structure Tensor (GST) is given by eq.( I), using the derivative notation by indexes. A2 >> A3 C p l a n e % 0 Clzne % 1
The orientations of the eigenvectors yield a robust estimate of the local orientation.
The GST in parabolic coordinates for 3-D curvilinear structures
In the previous section we stated that for line-like struc- We use the orthonormal set of eigenvalues of T G~ to define the local axes U , v , w in such way that
The tangent to a line is given by the third eigenvector of the GST, that was defined as the w-axis in eq.(3). For curved is the vw-plane, or the osculating plane in terms of the Frenet frame with 'U as the normal and U as the bi-normal. This is not the case for curved lines with less symmetrical cross-sections. A curved line has in general two extra degrees of freedom that can be expressed in 61 K Z , the curvatures in resp. the uw-plane and the vw-plane. The total curvature K along the line is then determined by
The coordinate transform to straighten curved lines is given by
The derivatives o f f expressed in the new straightened coordinates U', V I , w', can be found using the inverse coordinate transform from eq.(5).
We now consider a curved line through the origin of the uvw-space with its rotation center in the uv-plane, see figure 1. By applying the traditional GST method to the u'w'd-space for arbitrary ~1 , K Z , we get the parabolic gradient structure tensor (PGST) with the abbreviations lines with a circle-symmetric cross-section the 'bend-plane' i d 2 w f u f w , e 2wfvfw we obtain the "curvature corrected" eigenvalues (9)
In the limit ~1 -+ 0, K:! ---f 0, the equations reduce to those of the traditional analysis where A3 = f;. where on is the standard deviation of the noise. The results of the confidence and curvature estimation on the torus images are depicted in resp. figure 2 and 3. The average and the standard deviation for each point in these figures is taken over 12 measurements. For both the gradient regularisation and the local averaging of the structure tensor a Gaussian window was used. We computed the gradient at scale cg = 1.0 and the tensor smoothing at scale c~ = 4.0 for all measurements. The scale c~ is chosen such that an optimal SNR for all measurements is achieved. We will elaborate on the scale selection of the tensor smoothing in the discussion section below.
Test results
In figure 2 we see that at 10 and 20 dB, the curvature corrected method yields a significant improvement in the confidence estimation. At 3 dB, however, there is no significant improvement, which means that there is not enough signal energy for a confident fit of the model. As a consequence, the curvature estimation at 3 dB is'not reliable. The curvature estimation at 10 dB has an average relative error of 12%. The z-axis can be inverted to depth (spatial) if the velocity of the acoustic wave is known at each depth.
The meandering nature of channels suggests that the curvature corrected model gives a more accurate description of a channel than the traditional straight model. Therefore we expect that the curvature corrected confidence estimation yields a significantly higher value than the traditional confidence estimation.
As a preprocessing step, we create an attribute volume by computing the standard deviation within a window of (w, = wy = 5 , w, = 9) voxels, for each voxel in the seismic volume. A cross-section of this volume, corresponding to figure 7 (a), is depicted in figure 11 . We performed the confidence estimation on the attribute volume, with both the GST and the PGST method. We applied a gradient smoothing g9 = 1.0 and a tensor smooth'ing m~ = 3.5 for all measurements.
To be able to evaluate the result, we defined three regions in the seismic volume. The first region contains the channel, the second region a straight sedimentary structure, see figure 9. The last region consist of points from an area without sedimentary structure, and represents the noise in the data, see figure IO . For all three regions we computed the cumulative distribution of the confidence estimates in that region.
The cumulative distributions are displayed in figure 4.
Discussion and conclusions
Inspection of figure 4 leads to several conclusions. As already found in the test results the PGST confidence estimate always yields a higher value than the GST confidence estimate. For convenience we denote the confidence improvement as A c = Clzne,pgst -Clzne,gst.
(1 1)
Since AC > 0 in the noise region, the significance of AC along the channel should be proven by a comparison with the improvement in the noise region AC,. In the "straight structure" region, the curvature correction improves the fit by giving a better description of the noise. Therefore we have AC, = 0.01 at Cl,,, = 0.55. We can now conclude that the noise contribution to AC = 0.05 in the channel region AC, < 0.01, and the improvement is therefore due to a better description of the meandering structure of the channel.
Since the structure tensor is stabilized by spatial integration, the estimators derived from it do not suffer from rapid changes in the gradient field. Increasing the scale of the tensor smoothing q r , increases the stability of the estimators, i.e. the error-bars in figure 2 and 3 become smaller. However, when the structure tensor is applied to linear structures, increasing 0~ decreases the SNR. The signal of a linear structure in a 3-D isotropic window increases linearly with the radius R of the window. The noise increases with R 3 / 2 , assuming uncorrelated normally distributed white noise. The solution is to increased the scale only along the channel. This requires an adaptive window steered by the estimated orientation and curvature. 
